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Political Public Administration
James P. Pfiffner, George Mason University
Mandatefor LeadershipII: Continuingthe Conservative Revolution (Washington, D.C.: The Heritage
Foundation, 1984) was published as a handbook of
policy recommendations for the second term of the
Reagan administration. It consists of a series of essays
on public policy issues with specific recommendations
for each major agency of the United States government.
Part I deals with domestic agencies; Part II with defense
and foreign affairs agencies; and Part III with institutional reforms. This review deals with Part IV (pp.
457-560), entitled "Implementing the Mandate," which
was written by Michael Sanera, assistant professor of
political science at Northern Arizona University.

The Nature of Public Management
Sanera is disappointed with the first term of President
Reagan because many of the political appointees of the
administration were "captured" by the federal bureaucracy and thus failed to achieve the type of fundamental
change advocated by the Heritage Foundation. "On the
administrative level the first Reagan administration was
'business as usual' " (p. 560). "Green eyeshade Republicans" failed to understand the true nature of public
administration and were co-opted by the career
bureaucracy and manipulated into implementing its
agenda rather than the mandate of the president.
Sanera's essay is intended to remedy this problem in
Reagan's second term by explaining the political nature
of public administration and prescribing tactics and
strategies which political appointees can use to implement their agendas and avoid co-optation by the
bureaucracy. Two basic assumptions provide the basis
for the entire essay. First, much of what the federal
government does is destructive: "big government is not
merely inefficient but is in many respects destructive in
its consequences" (p. 542). Second, many career civil
servants are not to be trusted: "The political executive
who is promoting significant policy change within his
department should not be surprised by career bureaucratic subordinates engaging in this type of covert interbureaucratic struggle to block his initiatives" (p. 491).

In analyzing the nature of public management and
setting forth his prescriptions, Professor Sanera makes
liberal use of mainstream public administration literature, drawing on the writings of Graham Allison, Anthony Downs, Hugh Heclo, Herbert Kaufman, Frederick Mosher, and Francis Rourke among others. Most
of these authors would find little fault in the narrow
points Sanera makes-usually about the role of bureaucrats in policy making and implementation-but most
of them would not embrace the conclusions at which
Sanera arrives in using their ideas. While most of these
academic authors analyze bureaucratic behavior from a
somewhat detached perspective, Sanera's explicit purpose is to further "the policy agenda of a conservative
administration" (p. 464).
This essay examines Sanera's ideas about the nature
of public administration and the motivation of career
executives. It argues that he is right that public administration is essentially different from business administration, but that his assumptions about the motives of
career executives are stereotyped and over-simplified. It
then argues that many of the tactics advocated by
Sanera are counterproductive to successful management
and to legitimate goals of any presidential administration. It concludes that the type of political entrepreneurship advocated by Sanera is disturbing and tends to
undercut the president's right to direct his administration.
Sanera rejects two pillars of "classical" public management theory: Woodrow Wilson's distinctions between politics and administration and Frederick
Taylor's emphasis on administrative efficiency. Each of
these schools of thought has spawned a tradition of
thinking in the public administration literature, and
each has been substantially challenged in recent
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decades. Consideredhere first are Sanera'srejectionof
efficiency as the primarygoal of public administration
and his contrastof publicwith businessadministration.
Theorists have argued that public administrationis
concernedwith morethan merelyefficiencybecauseit is
(or ought to be) infused with the values embodied in
public policy and that public administratorsare entrustedwith the public interest.Thus, the commitment
to public servicecalls for more than a narrowfocus on
efficiency, though accomplishingpublic purposesefficientlyis a primaryvalue. But Sanera'sargumentis that
public administrationis different for his brandof conservatismbecauseit seeks fundamentalchangeof direction towardless government.Thus, conflictis inevitable
between political appointees and the career service,
which is the guardianof the statusquo. Needlessto say,
Saneradoes not speak for all conservatives.
He argues that most business executivescoming to
Washingtonfail to recognizethe true nature of public
administration.He points out that no bottom line exists
in governmentby whichmanagerialperformancecan be
judged. While this is true, it is also an oversimplification. In the privatesectorthe bottom line is only a help
in evaluatingsalespeopleor the headof a profit-making
unit. Performancein private sector jobs such as corporate attorneys,accountants,computerprogrammers,
or marketingspecialistscannot be determinedby profit
or loss statements.Businessmanagersstill have to make
judgmentsabout the contributionof each personto the
successof the whole enterprise,whichis the way it must
be done in the public sector.
The federalgovernmentalso differs from the private
sectorbecausepublicpoweris intentionallyfragmented.
The separationof powers system assures that the differentbranchesstrugglewith each otherover policy and
power. Thus, public administratorsin the executive
branchhave more than one boss, and the bosses do not
always agree about public policy. While Saneraadmits
the legitimaterole of Congressand the courtsin making
public policy, he expects public administratorsto be
loyal only to the politicallyappointedexecutiverather
than recognizingthat they necessarilyand legitimately
must respondto other sourcesof authority.

(despite a few brief statements in his essay to the
contrary).
According to Sanera the bureaucracyis staffed by
self-servingliberalsweddedto the status quo.
* "The degreeand overtnessof bureaucraticsabotage
of administrationinitiativeswill vary from agencyto
agency and from one period to another" (p. 492).
* "The bureaucraticentrepreneurwill not be content
merelyto block administrationproposals;he wishes
to impose his policy agenda on an unwary administration"(p. 492).
* "A bureaucratwho is making a comfortableliving
providing services to a specific interest group has
everyreasonto resistthe political executive'sefforts
to change or curtailhis program"(p. 497).
For Sanerathis organizationalself interestis sufficient
explanation for the behavior of virtually all civil
servants.
But thereare otherpossiblemotivationsfor civil servants. For instance, bureaucratscould be motivatedby
personalratherthan organizationalself interest.In this
case the selfish bureaucratseekingself aggrandizement,
power, and money or being fearful for his job would
submissivelydo whateverhe was ordered.On the other
hand, the public servant might be motivated by the
highest ideals of neutral competence and work conscientiouslyfor his politically-appointedsuperiors.Such
a personwouldsubordinatepersonalpreferencesto support the president'spolicy directives.But such complexity does not informSanera'sconclusionseventhoughhe
states at one point that bureaucratsmay have "widely
differentmotivations"(p. 521).
Sanera's cynical view of career executivesis stereotypicaland one dimensional.They are neitherso selfish
that they will respond to managerialcarrots or sticks,
nor are they so selfless that they will implementthe
policies of a conservativeadministrationwith which
they personally disagree. To Sanera, they are locked
into opposition to any change in present programsor
policies.

To support his assertion about career executives,
Sanera cites an article in Regulation magazine that
reportson a surveyof a speciallyselectedsampleof 200
federalexecutives(out of a total of 5,000 to 7,000 SES
Motivationsof CareerExecutives
members).The survey found that more of those interSaneradevotes the bulk of his essay to "the bureau- viewed identifiedthemselvesas liberalsthan as consercraticproblem"(p. 481). He rejectsWoodrowWilson's vatives and that more voted for Democraticthan for
argumentthat politics and administrationcan be sep- Republicanpresidentialcandidatesin recentelections.
He then minimizesthe significantsupportfor Reagan
arated.He supportshis positionby citingpublicadministrationresearchwhichshows that bureaucratsdo play in 1980 among SES members (Reagan: 36 percent;
a role in policy makingand that thereis no way to avoid Carter:48 percent;Anderson: 18 percent). "Most of
this, particularlyin the U.S. political system. While this supportwas probablymoderateRepublicanor antiSanerarecognizesthe necessaryrole of the bureaucrat, Carteras opposed to conservativein nature" (p. 519).
he wants to minimizethat role in public policy making. He seems to want it both ways: "the people" voted for
What makes Sanera's approach different from the President Reagan for good reasons (i.e., for Sanera's
typical suspicionsthat new administrationshold about reasons)but careerexecutivesvoted for Reaganfor the
the bureaucracyis that his convictionsabout the career wrong reasons. This enables Sanera to cling to his
serviceare muchmore dogmaticand negativethan most assumptionthat the people supporthis interpretationof
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President Reagan's mandate and that bureaucratsinevitablytry to undermineit.
Votingpatternsand attitudinalsurveys,however,beg
the questionof behavior.It is true and appropriatethat
senior executivesas privatecitizenshave policy preferencesthat they registerin the voting booth. But it is also
probablethat most of them work with the professional
values of neutralcompetenceand supporttheirpolitical
superiors,whetherthey agreewith them or not. Whileit
would be foolish to claim that this professionalview is
held by all bureaucrats,it is just as foolish for Sanerato
imply that it is held by none.
Given his assumptionsabout the behaviorof career
executives, it would be difficult for Sanera to explain
the way in which the CommunityServicesAdministration (CSA) was closed down. CSA was a successorto
the Office of Economic Opportunity that President
Nixon tried to eliminateby impoundingfunds for its
operation. Nixon was unsuccessful because Congress
refusedto agreeto shut down the agency. When President Reagan decided to "zero out" the agency he
appointedDwight Ink, a distinguishedcareerexecutive
who had servedpresidentsof both parties,to do the job.
Ink madeit clearthat he wouldtolerateno opposition
from within nor interferencefrom without the agency
and that he would use careerprofessionalsratherthan
political appointeesto do the job. Throughseveraldifficult months the CSA careerexecutivesworkedthemselves out of theirjobs. Even the employeeunion, once
it was clear that Congresswas going to back the president, participatedin trying to make the shut down as
smooth as possible. A similarstory could probablybe
told about the recent closing of the Civil Aeronautics
Board.
Ironically,at one point in the essay, Sanerasays that
politicalexecutivesshould avoid a "fortressmentality"
in which "the politicalexecutiveadopts a paranoidattitude, seeing the bureaucracyaround him as a solid
phalanxof politicaland institutionalhostility.Relations
between the political executive and bureaucratsare
frozen into an adversary format. Communication
ceases" (p. 516). If one takes seriously the thrust of
Sanera'sessay, one could easily end up with a fortress
mentality.Exceptfor a few scatteredstatementsat odds
with the bulk of the argument,the fortress mentality
seems to be the logical conclusion when dealing with
"the bureaucratswho have 'madethe mess in Washington,' " for whom political executivescan feel "legitimate hostility" (p. 516). Sanera does advise political
appointees,however,that it is wise to keep this "legitimate hostility" in check.
In what must be characterizedas a sardonic statement, given the tone of his whole essay, Sanera dedicates his work (in a footnote) to: "all career federal
employees who, by their daily action, live up to the
highestidealsof the civil service.Theywillinglyuse their
expertiseand knowledgeto assistpoliticalappointeesin
the implementationof the Administration'spolicy ob-

jectives. . . . Nothing in this part of Mandate II should

be construedas reflectingnegativelyon thesecareercivil
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servants"(pp. 466-467). But judging from the tone of
the whole essay, Saneramust believethat few civil servants live up to these ideals.
PoliticalManagementTechniques
In Sanera'sview the bureaucracyis so powerfulthat it
is virtuallyinvincible."The environmentin whichpolitical executivesare placed is so powerful that they are
almost inevitably swept along with the current" (p.
508). And its lureis so irresistiblethat the "capture"of
politicalappointeesis an everpresentdanger."Capture
is the process by which the political executiveis convertedfrom an agent of the Presidentand his policiesto
an agent of the careerbureaucracyand its policies" (p.
504). Those who are expertsin a particularpolicy area
or are experiencedmanagersare at a distinctdisadvantage. Most expertsin a particularpolicy area have professional qualifications"and as such are clearlylinked
to specificgovernmentfunctionsand the corresponding
professionalgroups." One with managerialskillsis likely to be "naive concerningpolicy issuesand the political
aspectsof his job" (p. 505). Those whoseprimaryqualifications for a governmentalappointmentare political
party activismare in a betterposition to resist bureaucraticpressures.
If, as Sanera argues, public administrationis essentially different from business administrationand the
bureaucracyis as powerfulas he asserts,thentraditional
managementtechniqueswill not be sufficientto do the
job. First of all, Sanera departs from traditional
businessand public administrationorthodoxyby arguing that efficiencyis not a primarygoal. It has long been
recognizedin publicadministrationtheorythat the goal
of efficiencyis undercutby the need for responsiveness
to changingpublicprioritiesand a fragmentedconstitutional structure.Saneraarguesthat efficiencyis subordinate to his definition of the conservativemandate.
He argues that the "businessmen's 'crusade'" to
eliminateoverlap,redundancy,and waste "not only has
the negative aspect of divertingthe political executive
from the primarytask of policychange,but the negative
result of changingorganizationalstructuresso that the
political executive has less control and the career officials havemore" (p. 531). Overlapand duplication,he
argues, create conflict and competition which can
generateuseful sourcesof informationfor the political
executive.These sourcesof informationcan be used by
the politicalexecutiveto counteractthe careerbureaucracywhichwill try to shut him out and controlinformation in its own interests.Saneraalso arguesthat it can be
easierto createa new organizationto accomplisha purpose than to changean old, entrenchedone. The added
expenseis less importantthan accomplishingthe goal.
To assurethat ordersare carriedout without distortion, he advocates creatinguncertaintyamong subordinates in reviewingtheir performance.He also advocates bypassingthe chain of commandin order to get
undistortedinformationfrom the bottom of the organization (p. 537). This may upset midlevelmanagement,
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but its support is suspect anyway. In Sanera's general
scheme, trust will not be lost because none existed in the
first place. He disdains the traditional distinction between staff and line. The political executive should promote conflict between staff and line in order to ensure a
rich flow of information. In effect the executive will
have two line organizations, often in conflict with each
other (p. 538).
Because the career service is so likely to try to undermine the administration, political appointees ought to
engage in "jigsaw puzzle management" (p. 514).
"Career staff will supply information, but they should
never become involved in the formulation of agendarelated policy objectives. Similarly, once controversial
policy goals are formulated, they should not be released
in total to the career staff. Thus, the political executive
and his political staff become 'jigsaw puzzle' managers.
Other staff see and work on the individual pieces, but
never have enough of the pieces to be able to learn the
entire picture" (pp. 514-515). This approach to management, which has also been referred to as "mushroom
management" because it keeps subordinates in the
dark, is usually counterproductive. If those with the
most experience and expertise in operating (and shutting
down) governmental programs are excluded, whatever
policies are pursued will not be managed most
effectively.
Use of these techniques is not unprecedented, and any
administration may find occasional and selective use for
them. What is disturbing is the across-the-board way in
which Sanera advocates their use by political appointees. This negative approach to public management is
also self defeating. Political executives cannot run the
government by themselves; the career service must be involved (as even Sanera admits in a footnote). The president cannot implement his policies unless his administration works with (rather than around) the career
service. Finally, hostility and paranoia on the part of
political executives will likely be mirrored back to them
by the career service. This mutual hostility is not conducive to successful public management, nor will it help
the president achieve his goals.
Despite the negative tone of most of his essay, Sanera
has some positive suggestions for political appointees.
One is to enter office with an agenda and keep the focus
on it. It is easy to become distracted while fighting fires.
Another is not to ignore the "details" of administration. While micro-management by top level executives
will not help, neither should they eschew involvement
with the nitty-gritty of policy implementation. Selective
intervention in details may help assure that administration priorities are being faithfully followed. Another bit
of useful advice is to ensure that messages about the
administration's priorities, symbolic and literal, are
delivered clearly and often, and that they should be
backed up with firm follow through. He also advises
political appointees to stay in touch with other appointees in the administration to help keep one's focus on the
central agenda. These tips would be useful for the political appointees of any president to keep in mind.
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Political Entrepreneurship
One of the most disturbing aspects of Sanera's essay
is his advocacy of what might be described as "political
entrepreneurship," in juxtaposition to what he describes as bureaucratic entrepreneurship. This appears
in his section on the White House as a "constraint" on
political appointees. Sanera emphasizes that the White
House and the Executive Office of the President are
"not" the president and that their relations with political appointees are characterized by "lack of policy guidance and difficulty in communication" (p. 501). Furthermore, "specific guidance concerning the policies
and operation of the agency is close to nil" (p. 501).
Nevertheless, the political appointee is held accountable
for the performance of his agency.
This set of circumstances usually leads to caution and
an unwillingness to take risks, but according to Sanera
this entails the danger that the president's electoral mandate will remain unimplemented. Thus: "The White
House acts as a policy constraint on its own policy implementation agenda.... The internal 'bureaucracy' of
the White House causes policy questions to be coordinated and reviewed almost to death .... The cautious
nature of the White House in taking policy stands sends
the signal to the political executive that the White House
is not serious about dramatic policy change" (p. 501).
To remedy this fault on the part of the White House,
Sanera encourages political appointees to "take risks
and engage in a certain amount of controversy"
(p. 501).
The implications of this line of thinking are disturbing. The question is: who has the legitimate authority to
interpret the president's mandate? Sanera's answer is
that any political appointee has that authority, even in
spite of the White House. Is the political appointee the
embodiment of the public will? Are political appointees
the right substitute for a constitutional system of shared
powers? It must be pointed out that just as bureaucrats
are unelected, so are political executives. They receive
their legitimacy only through their appointment by the
president and their authority to act comes only from the
president and law.
Who ultimately interprets the president's mandate if
not the White House? Sanera's view of the good president being undercut by his political minions in the
White House and the EOP is like the pre-revolutionary
Russian serf's view of the Czar. The Czar was good and
could do no wrong, and if he only knew what those dastardly administrators were doing in his name, he would
certainly repudiate them and set things right.
Where does this leave the career executive? The conscientious career executive under a government of laws
must be guided by existing public law and carry out its
mandates. He or she must also be responsive to the president, the Congress, and political superiors. Regardless
of Sanera's interpretation of the president's mandate,
public law prescribes that certain programs should exist
and that the president has the constitutional duty to take
care that the laws be faithfully executed. But if a politi-
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cal superior, without the backing of the White House,
pursues some policy direction that is at odds with public
law or congressional directives, the career executive can
ask some legitimate questions, though this does not
necessarily give license to engage in sabotage of political
superiors.
The problem can be illustrated by a hypothetical
example. Suppose a presidential candidate, among
other campaign promises, advocated cutting back the
military, and suppose that after taking office he
changed his mind and chose not to pursue that campaign promise. Sanera's political entrepreneur might be
out in the Defense Department cutting and slashing programs because of an interpretation of the president's
mandate (in the absence of an explicit reversal of the
campaign promise from the White House). The question is: who defines a president's mandate, the White
House or the appointed assistant secretary?
Or in another hypothetical example, suppose the president decided that he could not pursue all of his campaign promises and decided to concentrate on a few. He
judged that it was more important to focus on the most
important aspects of his agenda than to jeopardize them
by waging the battle on all fronts simultaneously. That
is, the president decided to set priorities. In this case the
zealous political entrepreneur could easily undercut the
president's program and endanger the administration's
success by actively pursuing his own narrow interpretation of the administration's mandate rather than that of
the president acting through his White House staff and
the EOP.
Sanera quotes Anthony Downs's definition of
bureaucratic "zealots" as those who are characterized
by "their single-minded devotion to their sacred
policies" (p. 523). Such a definition seems accurately to
characterize Sanera's political entrepreneurs when they
strike out on their own because "the White House is not
serious about dramatic policy change" (p. 501).

Conclusion
Realistically speaking, even paranoids have real
enemies. Sanera is not entirely wrong when he expects
the president and his political appointees to encounter
some opposition in the bureaucracy. Some bureaucrats
do indeed act as Sanera assumes all bureaucrats act, and
they do so from a variety of motives, ranging from
selfish to selfless. The question is one of balance and
realistic expectations. Every administration finds that
most civil servants work conscientiously for the goals of
their political superiors and that many provide outstanding service and dedication.
According to Craig Fuller of the Reagan White
House, "My experience in the four years that I've been
here is that . . the relationship between the political appointee and the career people in the departments is very
much a partnership. ... I think that where we have had
appointees that for whatever reason don't clearly communicate or don't involve their career people at all, we
have tended to have rather poor results. ... So I don't

come at this with some notion that we have some norm
of behavior among the career staff that is totally at odds
or variance with the ideals of the political appointee. ..
(PA Times, 1/1/85).
But more importantly, opposition to a president
comes from a variety of sources. As Sanera recognizes,
significant opposition originates in Congress, interest
groups, and even from the president's own appointees.
Despite this recognition, Sanera sees "the bureaucracy"
as the embodiment of all opposition to presidential
priorities. Certainly instances exist of bureaucratic leaks
and sabotage of policies. But most of the power to frustrate presidential desires comes not from the bureaucracy but from Congress and powerful political interests.
Bureaucrats may at times cooperate with or help these
other forces, but the bureaucracy has little chance of
frustrating presidential wishes by itself. This is borne
out by the severe budget cuts in civilian agencies in 1981.
If the bureaucracy were as powerful as Sanera suggests,
it would have been able to reverse these cuts. But since
Congress went along with the president, the bureaucracy had little effect on the budget cuts.
Resistance to presidential desires is inevitable, but it is
essential to keep in mind that this resistance is often
simply a reflection of interests of members of Congress,
interest groups, and executive branch agencies (including their presidentially appointed leaders). Career
bureaucrats may be a part of these opposing forces, but
they are not the most influential participants. Using the
career service as a scapegoat for all resistance to presidential desires may be comforting, but it does not represent an accurate analysis of power in Washington.
If what Professor Sanera wants is the conscientious
implementation of the president's program by the career
service, his advice is doing a disservice to the president.
The government cannot be run by a handful of political
executives, and it will not be well managed if relations
between career and political executives are marked by
distrust and hostility. What must be sought is a constructive relationship with a frank recognition of the
different roles, talents, and perspectives of the political
and career managers of the government. The longer it
takes to overcome the distrust and hostility, the harder
it will be for President Reagan, or any president, to
accomplish his legitimate priorities. Our ambitious goal
must be an appreciation of what Chet Newland calls
the sublimely symbiotic relationship which is
"...
essential between politics and administration" [PAR 43
(Jan./Feb. 1983), p20].
Professor Sanera's essay might have been a useful
addition to the professional literature on the role of the
bureaucracy in the federal government. It is well written, well organized, and thoroughly based in the academic literature. Unfortunately, it is so laden with
Sanera's own political values and such a basic attack on
the integrity of career civil servants that its usefulness is
severely limited, both academically and as practical
advice for political appointees.
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